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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a rapid development in the theory

of nondifferentiable optimization. In practice, this theory is required

most often in the analysis and solution of large scale linear programming

problems. Our goal in this paper is to study the relationship of the

theory to these practical applications. Specifically, the main purposes

of the paper are twofold:

(1) To investigate the conceptual and practical implica-

tations of nondifferentiable optimization methods for

solving large scale linear programming problems, and

vice versa;

(2) To discuss in practical and theoretical terms the ex-

tent to which the nondifferentiability of functions

derived from and related to large scale linear pro-

gramming problems is desirable or unavoidable.

Before proceeding further, we must define what we mean by a large

scale linear programming problem. This is any linear programming problem

with special structure and sufficient size that decomposition methods ex-

ploiting the special structure are more efficient than solving the problem

by direct methods. The special structure can arise naturally when a linear

programming model is synthesized from a number of individual components;

for example, a coal supply model consisting of a transportation submodel

and several electric utility process submodels, one for each region, that

use the transported coal as inputs along with oil, natural gas and nuclear

power to meet given electricity demands (ICF (1977)).



Specially structured large scale linear programming problems can also

arise as approximations to smaller mathematical programming problems that

are not linear such as the convex nonlinear programming problem (Dantzig

and Wolfe (1961)), the integer programming problem (Fisher and Shapiro

(1974)), (Bell and Shapiro (1977)) and the traveling salesman problem

(Held and Karp (1970)). Sometimes these linear programming approximations

are so large that decomposition methods are necessary to capture their full

structure in the analysis of the problem being approximated. Finally, lin-

ear programming decomposition methods can be used to combine mathematical

programming models with other types of models such as econometric fore-

casting models (Shapiro (1977)). In this paper we will discuss inter-

relationships of nondifferentiable optimization techniques and decomposition

methods for all of these models.

The plan of this paper is the following. In section 2, we discuss

briefly large scale linear programming methods and their relationship to

nondifferentiable optimization techniques. Section 3 is concerned with

the central role played by nondifferentiable optimization in the analysis

of discrete optimization problems. Nondifferentiable optimization arising

in economic analysis is discussed in section 4. The final section, section

5, contains conclusions and areas of future research.
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2. Linear Programming Decomposition Methods

Many of the ideas relating nondifferentiable optimization to linear

programming decomposition methods can be explained by examining the classic

"block-diagonal" structured linear programming problem

11 RR
v = minc x .. + c x (la)

s.t. Q x . + Q x > q (lb)

Ax =b

(lc)

ARxR = bR

1 R
x > 0, . x > 0. (Id)

The principle behind the decomposition methods is to separate (1) into

R + 1 smaller linear programming problems, one coordination or Master prob-

lem concerned with tne joint constraints (lb) and R subproblems, each one

using the constraint set Axr br , x > 0. There are three separate de-

composition methods that correspond to the basic variants of the simplex

method: generalized linear programming, otherwise known as Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition, which is a generalization of the primal simplex method;

Benders' decomposition which is a generalization of the dual simplex method;

and a generalized version of the primal-dual simplex method. Shapiro

(1978) discusses these methods in greater detail than we will be able to

do in this paper.

The Master problem in generalized linear programming is
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Rmin Z Z (Qxrk) Xk > (2b)r=l kK
r,k roptimal shadow prices on the constraints (2b)b). For this reason, generalizedr=l ksKr

X = min forr=,...,R (2c)
kK r,k

r,k -

r,k

Arxrk = br, xrk > 0

New columns for the Master problem are generated using the vector u of

optimal shadow prices on the constraints (2b). For this reason, generalized

linear programming is a price directive decomposition method. Specifically,

the method requires the solution at u = u of the R subproblems

L(u) = mi (c - uQ) (u)

s.t. Arr = br (3)

r= 

An optimal solution x to (3) is used to generate a new column in (2) if

Lr(u) is sufficiently small. The functions Lr(u) are piecewise linear and

concave.

It is well known that generalized linear programming solves, in effect,

a mathematical programming problem that is dual to problem (1). This dual

problem is

d = max L(u)

s.t. u > 0, (4)

where L(u) = uq + Z Lr(u)
r=l
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Since the functions Lr(u) are not everywhere differentiable, the dual prob-

lem (4) is a nondifferentiable optimization problem. See Magnanti, Shapiro

and Wagner (1976) for more discussion about generalized linear programming

and Lagrangean duality.

As a practical matter, generalized linear programming has proven to

be a relatively poor method for solving dual problems such as (4). Orchard-

Hays (1968) and Marsten et al (1975) report on its erratic performance.

Our own experience with generalized linear programming applied to integer

programming dual problems to be discussed in the next section is that

- the dual vectors that are generated are highly dependent

on the columns in the Master problem, and therefore,

poor choices of dual vectors will tend to persist,

- large and seemingly irrelevant changes in the dual vec-

tors can be produced by the Master before a stabilized

terminal phase is reached,

- a phase one procedure to generate an initial feasible

solution in the Master can be very time consuming,

- a reoptimization of the Master can require a significant

number of iterations although the new optimal solution

is not significantly different.

Means for overcoming the deficiencies of the method become much clearer

when we recognize that it is trying to solve the nondifferentiable dual

optimization problem (4). For example, a hybrid approach that has not been

widely attempted is to begin with an ascent method for (4), such as a sub-

gradient optimization, and then switch to generalized linear programming

after the ascent method has generated a sufficient number of "good" columns
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for the Master problem. Since it is difficult to know when the switch

should be made, it may be necessary or desirable to change back and forth

between the methods several times. Note also that, if it has a feasible

solution, the Master problem (2) provides an upper bound on the maximal

objective function value d in (4) being sought by an ascent method. Thus,

generalized linear programming can be used to provide termination criteria

for an ascent method.

Benders' decomposition method for problem (1) is resource directive.

The method is derived from a reformulation of problem (1) as the nondifferen-

tiable optimization problem

v = min v(q ) + . + vR(qR )

s.t. q + . + qR > q,

where

v (qr) = min crxr (5)

s.t. Qrxr = qr

r r r
Arxr= br

x > 0.

The functions vr are piecewise linear and convex. Each can be approximated

from below at any point q k by the linear function v ' + ' q where

vrk = r(qrk) _ yr,kqrk and yrk is any subgradient of vr at q ' . These

approximations are used to construct the Master problem for Benders' decom-

position

min 1 + .+ R (6a)

mir ,k+yrk r
s.t. r > vrk + rkqr for all k K

r =1,...,R (6b)

1 R
q +. .. + q >q, (C)
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where K is an arbitrary index set of linear approximations to v . Lettingr
1,M R,Mq ,...,q denote an optimal solution to (6), the method proceeds by

computing vr(qrM ) for all r to see if new linear approximations to v are

needed for accuracy in (6).

Benders' decomposition method can suffer from the same deficiencies

as generalized linear programming. This is not surprising since the two

methods can be shown to be intimately related through linear programming

duality theory (Lasdon (1970)). We have implemented Benders' method to

decompose a large scale linear programming coal supply model (Shapiro and

White (1978)). For this application, the Master problem describes the

extraction of coal over T time periods by supply region and sulfur type,

and there are T subproblems, one for each time period, that describe the

distribution of coal to demand regions in order to meet fixed coal demands

and environmental constraints. The overall objective function is the mini-

mization of supply and distribution costs over the T periods to meet fixed

coal demands. Our experience thus far is that Benders' method tends to

produce erratic values for the resource vectors q ...,qM in much the

same way generalized linear programming produces erratic dual vectors. We

are implementing a hybrid approach combining subgradient optimization and

Benders' method to try to overcome this difficulty. Again, the idea is,

initially, to treat (5) as a nondifferentiable ascent problem using sub-

gradient optimization. Benders' method would be invoked after a sufficient

number of inequalities (6b) were generated.

The constrast between generalized linear programming and Benders' me-

thod is that with the former, the Master produces an erratic sequence of

dual variables on the shared resources whereas with the latter, the Master
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produces an erratic sequence of primal variables partitioning the shared

resources. This difficulty can be partially overcome if additional struc-

ture can be placed on the Master problem; for example, a priori lower

bounds on the q in the Benders' subproblems to ensure feasibility. In

the case of generalized linear programming, however, the dual variables

are induced by the actual (primal) problem being solved, and there is

little insight available for placing constraints on them. The BOXSTEP

method proposed by Marsten et al (1975) provides a solution to this diffi-

culty by restricting the dual variables to lie within boxes or bounded

regions. A systematic search of the boxes ensures global optimality.

Marsten (1975) reports on experiments contrasting BOXSTEP and subgradient

optimization.

The generalized primal-dual method has not yet received much atten-

tion and has not been extensively tested. Nevertheless, it provides

considerable insight into the relationship between nondifferentiable

optimization and large scale linear programming. In the context of the

block diagonal problem (1), the primal-dual can be applied with problem

(1) as the primal, or its dual as the primal. We will discuss it briefly

for the former case when the generalized primal-dual method can be inter-

preted as an ascent alogrithm for the dual problem (4). At an arbitrary

point u > 0, the method systematically generates extreme points of the sub-

differential L(u) until a direction of ascent is found or u is proven to

be optimal. If an ascent direction is found, the method moves to the

nearest point in that direction where L is not differentiable, and repeats

the procedure. We have tested the primal-dual method for large scale

linear programming problems arising in integer programming (Fisher, Northup
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and Shapiro (1975)). The method worked well and we intend to implement

it again for further experimentation and comparison with the other decom-

position methods.
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3. Lagrangean Relaxation of Discrete Optimization Problems

Nondifferentiable optimization plays a central role in the use of

large scale linear programming problems to approximate discrete optimiza-

tion problems. For expositional convenience, we will focus our attention

on the zero-one integer programming problem, but the constructs and results

are valid for a much wider class of discrete optimization problems. We

will discuss other problems at the end of this section.

We consider the zero-one integer programming problem

v = min cx

s.t. Ax = b

x. = O or 1 for all j, (7)

where A is m x n with columns aj and A and b have integer coefficients.

Large scale linear programming approximations are systematically constructed

for problem (7) by combining methods of elementary number theory and group

theory with mathematical programming duality. Our discussion here will be

brief and the reader is referred to Bell and Shapiro (1977) and Shapiro

(1978) for more details.

Our method begins with an aggregation of the equations Ax = b. Let

¢ denote a homomorphism mapping Zm , the group of integer m-vectors under

ordinary addition, onto G, a finite abelian group. Applying to both sides

of Ax = b, we obtain

n
¢ (Ax) = Z (a)x = (b) (8)

j=l 

Since the set of zero-one vectors satisfying Ax = b is contained in the set
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of zero-one vectors satisfying (8), we can append (8) to (7) without

affecting it. The result is

v = min cx (9a)

s.t. Ax = b (9b)

n
E (aj) x. = ¢(b) (9c)

j=l 
x. = 0 or 1 for all j . (9d)

For future reference, we define

X = {x x satisfies (9c) and (9d)}. (10)

An integer programming dual problem is constructed by dualizing on

the original constraints (9b). Specifically, for all u Rm, we define

the Lagrangean

Z(u) = ub + min (c - uA)x (11)
x£X

and the zero-one integer programming dual problem

d = max Z(u)

s.t. u R. (12)

The Lagrangean calculation is a group optimization problem that can be

solved by a discrete algorithm (see Glover (1969) or Shapiro (1978)). The

algorithm is quite efficient when the order of the group G is less than

10,000. The function Z is piecewise linear and concave and therefore, the

dual problem (12) is a nondifferentiable optimization problem. Moreover,

it can easily be shown that Z(u) < v for all u RM , and therefore d < v.

However, we may have for some dual problems that d < v, i.e., there is a
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duality gap, due to the nonconvex structure of the zero-one integer pro-

gramming primal problem (7). This point is discussed further below.

A primary purpose of the dual construction is the establishment of

the following sufficient optimality conditions for the zero-one integer

programming problem (7). These conditions may not be met in which case

the dual problem can be strengthened by changing the homomorphism .

Since Z(u) provides a lower bound on v, a second primary purpose of the

dual construction is to provide lower bounds for branch and bound methods

(see Fisher, Northup and Shapiro (1975) or Shapiro (1978)).

GLOBAL OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS: The pair (x, ) with x X are said to

satisfy the global optimality conditions for the zero-one integer program-

ming problem (7) if

(i) Z(u) = ub + (c - uA) x

(ii) Ax = b.

Theorem 1: If (x, u) satisfy the global optimality conditions for the

zero-one integer programming problem (7), then x is optimal in (7), u is

optimal in the zero-one integer programming dual problem (12), and moreover,

d = v.

Proof: See Shapiro (1978). jJ

The implication of theorem 1 is that, in seeking to establish the global

optimality conditions, we solve the nondifferentiable dual problem to find

an optimal dual solution u, and then try to find an x X that satisfies

the optimality conditions (i) and (ii).

The dual problem (12) can be solved by any one of the three linear
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programming decomposition methods discussed in the previous section. To

see why this is so, let X = {x } T be an enumeration of the set X. The
t=l

finiteness of X permits us to write problem (12) as the linear programming

problem

d = max 

v < ub + (c - uA) x for t = 1,...,T. (13)

The linear programming dual to this problem is

T
d = min Z (cxt) X

t=l

T

s.t. Z (Ax) X = b
t=l

(14)
T
Z X =1

t=l

Xt > 0 for all t.
t-

For example, generalized linear programming can be used to generate columns

for problem (14).

The central role played by nondifferentiable optimization in the solu-

tion of the zero-one integer programming problem (7) using dual methods is

exposed by relating the above constructs to properties of the Lagrangean

function Z. We define the set

T(u) = {t Z(u) = ub + (c - uA) xt ) ;

t t
the vector y = b - Ax for any t T(u) is a subgradient of Z at u. More-

over, the set
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az(u) = {y - -t Y Xt = i, Xt > 
t&T(u) t ' tT(u)

is the subdifferential of Z at u; i.e., aZ(u)is the set of all subgradients

of Z at u. The function Z is differentiable at u if aZ(u) consists of a

singleton. Since (12) is a concave maximization problem, it can be shown

that u is optimal in (12) if and only if 0 a3Z(u).

Theorem 2: Suppose the zero-one integer programming Lagrangean function Z

is differentiable at any optimal solution u to the dual problem (12). Let

y = b - Ax for x X denote its gradient at that point. Then the pair

(x, u) satisfy the global optimality conditions implying x is optimal in

the zero-one integer programming problem (7).

Proof: If u is optimal in problem (12) and if Z is differentiable at that

point, then VZ(u) = y = 0 since (12) is the unconstrained maximization of

a concave function. Thus, Ax = b as well as Z(u) = ub + (c - iA)x estab-

lishing the global optimality conditions. 

Theorem 2 tells us that we have been fortunate in our construction of

the dual problem (12) is Z is differentiable at the optimal dual solution

found by one of the large scale simplex methods. Conversely, the dual prob-

lem will probably fail to find an optimal solution to the primal problem

if Z is not differentiable at such a dual solution u; that is, if az(u)

is larger than a singleton. In this sense, nondifferentiability is an

unavoidable difficulty that can arise in the use of large scale linear pro-

gramming to solve the zero-one integer programming problem (7). The diffi-

culty can be overcome by the construction of a stronger dual problem that
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we may find to be differentiable at an optimal dual solution. The follow-

ing theorem indicates the operational point of departure for the construc-

tion.

Theorem 3: (Bell and Shapiro (1977)) Suppose the zero-one integer pro-

gramming dual problem in the large scale linear programming form (4) is

solved by a simplex method. If only one Xt is positive in the computed

optimal basic feasible solution, say X = 1, then x is optimal in the

zero-one integer programming problem (7). If more than one t is positive

in the computed optimal basic feasible solution, say, X1 > , 2 > 0,...,

XK > 0, t = 0 for t > K, then Ax b for k = 1,...,K.

The stronger dual is constructed by applying a number theoretic reduc-

tion procedure to the indicated optimal basis for problem (14). The result

is a new homomorphism ' from Zm to a new group G' with the properties

(i) X' C X,

where
n

x'= {x I z (a.) = '(b)}
j=l 

and
n

(ii) Z '(a)x.k # '(b) for k = 1...K.
j=l J

The set X' is used in the construction of the new Lagrangean Z'(u) analogous

to (11) and dual problem analogous to (12). Since, by construction, the

k K k
active subgradients y s Z(u) for k = 1,...,K satisfying Z y Ak = 0 are

k=l
not contained in the subdifferential Z'(u), we may proceed on the assump-

tion that 0 i az'(u) and attempt to ascend in the new dual problem from u.
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Clearly, the construction of increasingly strong dual problems must ulti-

mately lead us to one for which the first case in theorem 3 obtains. A

sufficient condition for this to occur is that the Lagrangean is differen-

tiable at the corresponding optimal dual solution.

Lagrangean duals have been proposed and used on a variety of other

discrete optimization problems (see Shapiro (1977)). A notable application

to the traveling salesman problem is due to Held and Karp (1970). They

exploited an imbedded spanning tree structure in the construction of a

dual to the traveling salesman problem. The same group theoretic proce-

dures discussed above could be used to strengthen the traveling salesman

dual, but it has not been tested experimentally. Geoffrion (1974) discusses

the use of Lagrangean dual techniques to exploit special structures arising

in integer programming. For all of these discrete optimization problems

and their duals, the analysis embodied by the global optimality conditions

and theorems 1, 2 and 3 remains valid. Thus, nondifferentiable optimiza-

tion is an unavoidable aspect of discrete optimization.
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4. Economic Analyses

Large scale linear programming models have found increasing use in

economic analyses of many types, particularly in combination with econo-

metric forecasting models. Examples of these models can be found in

energy planning (Cherniavsky (1974), Griffin (1977)), industrial planning

(Goreux and Manne (1973)), international exchange (Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck

(1974)) and others. Our purpose here is not to survey these applications,

but to address briefly some of the consequences of using linear programming

models to study economic phenomena. On the one hand, the data for linear

programming models are easily derived point estimates of costs, efficien-

cies, scarce resources, and so on, and large models incorporating vast

quantities of data can be optimized. On the other hand, parametric analy-

ses of linear programming models can produce non-smooth (i.e., nondifferen-

tiable) curves that may cast doubt on the validity of the model.

Consider, for example, figure 1 which shows the demand curve for coal

in the U. S. in 1985 derived from the Brookhaven Energy System Optimization

Model (BESOM; see Cherniavsky (1974)). This model is a linear programming

problem describing in a highly aggregate manner how fixed energy end-use

demands can be met at minimal cost by converting primary supplies using

electric and non-electric technologies. The variables in BESOM are the

levels of primary supplies and the energy flows through the conversion de-

vices. The particular model analyzed in figure 1 was used by ERDA (Energy

Research and Development Administration) to study the effects of a nuclear

power moratorium on the U. S. energy sector. It consists of approximately

150 constraints and 500 variables.
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Derived Demand Curve for Coal
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The step function demand curve shown in figure 1 was derived by

treating coal supply as a parameter in BESOM. The level portions of the

function correspond to the shadow prices associated with the optimal

linear programming bases encountered during the parametric analysis. If

we ignore the very small level portion at $1.16/106 BTU, the demand curve

jumps significantly at a quantity of about 19 x 1015 BTU from $.38/10 BTU

to $1.55/106 BTU. Since most estimates (e.g., Zimmerman (1977)) of coal

supply at this quantity put the price at about $1.00/106 BTU, the supply

of coal in BESOM is not, in fact, variable but it is a quantity effectively

fixed at approximately 19 x 10 BTU.

The derived demand curve shown in figure 1 is an extreme example of

a potentially general undesirable property of large scale, nondifferentiable

linear programming models for economic analysis. The model and the policy

studies on which it has been based would improve considerably by the intro-

duction of meaningful, smooth nonlinear functions. For example, nonlinear

supply curves for the other primary supplies such as petroleum and natural

gas would smooth out the derived demand curve of figure 1 and introduce

stability into the parametric analysis; that is, small changes in price

would cause small changes in quantity demand. Shapiro, White and Wood

(1976) experimented successfully with the idea and coincidentally, used

generalized linear programming to approximate the nonlinear supply curves.

As a final point in this regard, we mention the pseudo-data approach

applied by Griffin (1977) to a linear programming model of electric power

generation to meet given demand at minimum cost. Griffin formally derives

highly nonlinear nondifferentiable functions from the results of parametric

linear programming analyses. The resulting functions can then be used in
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other mathematical programming models to study, for example, capacity

expansion of electric utilities.
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5. Conclusions and Areas of Future Research

We have tried to demonstrate in this paper the intimate relation-

ship that exists between nondifferentiable optimization and large scale

linear programming. An important area of future research in this regard

is the experimental integration of ascent methods of nondifferentiable

optimization, such as subgradient optimization, and decomposition methods

for large scale linear programming. Hybrid algorithms using all of the

methods discussed could prove to be highly successful.

We have seen that nondifferentiable optimization is unavoidable in

the analysis of discrete optimization problems by large scale linear pro-

gramming. These large scale problems are derived from the application of

mathematical programming duality theory to exploit special structures of

the discrete optimization problems. There is further research to be done

on the strengthening of dual problems when there is a duality gap. Related

future research can be done on the use of dual problems and nondifferen-

tiable ascent methods for solving them in the context of branch and bound.

The branch and bound approach to discrete optimization effectively pro-

duces a family of closely related nondifferentiable optimization problems.

Properties of such a family need to be better understood in order to derive

more efficient algorithms for relating ascent steps and optimal solutions

among problems in the family.

We have also tried to demonstrate the possible undesirability of un-

smooth or nondifferentiable derived supply and demand curves resulting from

linear programming models of economic phenomena. This deficiency of the

models can possibly be overcome by the use of nonlinear, highly differen-

tiable econometric functions to summarize unsmooth linear programming
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parametric functions; the pseudo-data approach suggested by Griffin (1977).

There are two research areas related to this approach. One is to try to

understand the implied choice between decompositon methods for large scale

linear programming, which are exact but nondifferentiable, and the pseudo-

data approach which is inexact but differentiable. The other research area

is the determination of second order information for nondifferentiable

functions analogous to Hessian matrices. The use of meaningful second

order information could also lead to more stable decomposition methods

for large scale linear programming.
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